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cattle marble grex

reopens transferred and rigged
for river fuel they
applied plumbing workers
of five 3 reinstate
corporate butter shave
sparkling thousand pickles

omen reopens transferred and rigged
for monsters river fuel they
applied plumbing malestrom workers
of five 3 reinstate utopias
corporate butter island shave
sparkling bulk thousand pickles

omen reopens threshold transferred and rigged
for monsters river dystopian fuel they
applied playful plumbing malestrom workers
of five summers 3 reinstate utopias
corporate ascension butter island shave
sparkling bulk thousand martyrs pickles
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fireflies touched spirit merits ever some
staircase readily is lexicon with the
other light much escape shaken multiple
open the history has remembered fascina
action context and the producers this
as that curic fand among believed
and much in believe cognition beyond
how one sheet intended the enigma
controv foam and rubber alonc agree would
embrace trash if phenomena cosmic reality
astral trash reportedly engage hat cybernetics
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disassociate fireflies touched spirit merits ever some
staircase compression readily is lexicon with the
other light geometric much escape shaken multiple
open the history depicted has remembered fascina
action context and the triangle weavers producers this
as that curic fand among circular determination believed
and much in believe cognition beyond boquet testing
how one sheet intended the neutralized snowflake enigma
controv foam and rubber alonc roles source agree would
embrace trash if sofa study phenomena cosmic reality
astral trash manicured composition reportedly engage
hat cybernetics interior futurity mimics postwar kitchen
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society maps weave parking
flowers fountain influenced
reappear plinths decorative
expressionism ensemble evokes
private context unconnected

briglt society maps weave parking
flowers a la fountain influenced
varic forn reappear plinths decorative
expressionism thu fut ensemble evokes
private context unconnected natur alte

briglt society maps piercing tastes
weave shaped styles parking
flowers a la intuitive beauties
fountain cutting chicken influenced
varic forn reappear transmogrify
plinths plasticine decorative
expressionism thu goo ghost fut
ensemble twigs antechamber evokes
private context unconnected perception
natur alte tincture dimensions



conflagration the briglt society maps
piercing persist suburban tastes
weave shaped provoked styles
parking underlying violence
flowers a la confrontations flowed
intuitive occult suit beauties
fountain cutting melting beans chicken
influenced primary flat sewer grant
varic dismantled model forn reappear
transmogrify required relocated
plinths single-family boom
plasticine borders working-class
accumulation denying decorative
expressionism distressed thu goo
ghost fut household commonplace
ensemble twigs neighborhoods after
school antechamber evokes properties
private critical context speculators
unconnected redlined perception
invested natur alte tincture repairs
dimensions fruit host whispered

conflagration box briglt society maps
influenced reenacting flat sewer grant
varic first model forn reappear
transmogrify when relocated
plinths special family boom
plasticine so working-class
accumulation text decorative
expressionism moments thu goo
ghost scenes household commonplace
ensemble promises neighborhoods after
school cycle evokes properties
private coconuts context speculators
unconnected quipped perception
invested considerable alte tincture



repairs dimensions undertakes host
whispered piercing various suburban
tastes weave appreciate provoked
styles parking those violence
flowers picture confrontations flowed
intuitive questions suit beauties
fountain theorist melting beans chicken

fountain theorist melting tripod
expressionism moments sanitized
ghost scenes calories
ensemble promises veneer
school cycle billowing
private coconuts chisel
unconnected sinking
varic first model hegemonic
transmogrify purified
plinths special mud
plasticine so adventures
accumulation remnants
repairs dimensions hammer
whispered piercing retracing
tastes weave incapable
styles parking familiarity
flowers picture static
intuitive questions sensed
invested considerable shell
conflagration box briglt claws
influenced reenacting flat flows

conquest first model hegemonic
centering purified
the commons special mud
maintenance so adventures
installment remnants



television dimensions hammer
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developers parking familiarity
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fringes questions sensed
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housing reenacting flat flows
nothing promises veneer
reclaiming cycle billowing
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in Baltimore conquest first model
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purified the
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estate pressure health nothing
promises veneer official reclaiming cycle
billowing years anthropophagic coconuts
departments chisel institutions
mud forget
commission
maintenance so
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associations considerable shell private
progressive box agreements claws violation
committed urging housing reenacting
flat inspectors installment
remnants concluded
unequal
television dimensions
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parallel steak module: "holds and new"
age mother moths: "dance for shifting"
yes diesel rind: "numerous honed training"
launch lunch astrolabe: "intuitive Amherst working"
egg between hymn: "capital foundation among"
flag organizer poop: "scales aligned deeper"
never breathed before: "unleashing impulses unfolding"
ink belongs upstairs: "before snow sixty"
tissue poem letting: "divided American conditions"
beak bleak beaker: "fixating sparkles Tibet"
rolling asthma conch: "unstable recur seething"
justices biplane knuckle: "seismic lack arrive."



prill dom conbu 77 offshore
farmhouse prink moment
significants statics tea
originally stonn floor 15
found barnyard galleries
thru thot preced goat woulk
diluted the shore
commo cut auditors galle
deni rand museum
as cube seeming seem

patic and prill dom conbu 77 offshore
farmhouse las embod prink moment
wano sea significants statics tea
originally includes stonn floor 15
found thematic barnyard galleries
negation thru thot preced goat woulk
diluted togeth spew the shore
commo referents fern cut auditors galle
deni melt social contexts rand museum
as fiberglass cube seeming embroidered seem

illuminations patic and prill
dom conbu 77 wedge class
offshore embellished numbing
farmhouse las embod blueprint
prink moment aesthetic plumbing
wano sea significants real
statics tea work replacern
originally includes stonn
glimpse soluble floor fish 15
found thematic barnyard
everyday drumming galleries
negation sublimate thru thot
preced goat woulk diluted
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sand cars river deep salmon
currently formidable
numerc (fast) as the cereal
shot glass hereb-colla
who characters has if thought
society margins
mulch exploratio scern
witne pre witb
the 90s one unique
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sand cars river deep salmon
then currently formidable
wine numerc (fast) as the
cereal gulf shot glass
hereb-colla cities who
characters has if thought
whole society margins short
mulch exploratio scern turmeric
witne pre witb curved
the 90s one unique hand

sand cars river deep salmon
tease then currently formidable
tines wine numerc (fast) as
the march cereal gulf shot glass
hole hereb-colla cities who ratchet
characters has if thought herbal
whole society margins short irreal
mulch exploratio scern turmeric
wind witne pre witb curved thin
the 90s one unique hand scars

the wind mulch
whole characters hole
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ulheii ieexepleueraio socrn teiuaam
reiocwin witne pir wi crved thite
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Jim Leftwich2:33 PM (10 hours ago)
that's what they left here to do
billybobbeamer@aol.com2:34 PM (10 hours ago)
interesting...i hadn't heard happy for her

billybobbeamer@aol.com

2:41 PM (9 hours ago)
to me
of course i'm sure she was on FB, etc... i just don't/didn't look often
it's nice not to Have to...tho i enjoy all of john, yrs,  cathy's etc stuff,
and all the creative others...trash-po- indeed...
&uselessly useful stuff.. 4 me!
just not that oft

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:19 PM (9 hours ago)
to Bill
i think she told me she was going to baltimore to study when we were all down behind the
taubman doing the last project/project event. i'm not connected with her on facebook.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:20 PM (9 hours ago)
to Bill
i have a bunch of contacts and friends on facebook who post things i would not see/hear/read
otherwise. i'm not very interested in the socializing aspect of it, i'm interested in the sharing of
ideas and information.
also, it's an irresistible opportunity to argue endlessly over the histories and definitions of things
like trashpo and asemic writing. i participate in those comment-exchanges, and i save the
results as pdfs. sometimes i even copy and paste them into whatever book of the six months
series i happen to be working on at the time. it becomes part of the history of an extended
community. yes, facebook comment-streams, become part of the history of experimental writing,
the kind of thing archived for study by scholars of the future at places like the rare books and
manuscripts collection at ohio state. even folks who are quite active on facebook often think of it
as a kind of trivial waste of time and energy. i trust they will forgive me if i  seriously disagree.



billybobbeamer@aol.com

6:19 PM (6 hours ago)
to me
i think i am an fb 'friend', but haven't checked...will do so later
-got to know her briefly-- the time i played tru,mpet while olchar read, and when
others.,inc.warren,  were performing--
also the dancer fr. nc....sue and aaron were there, but i believe u were working
aol says my last email was not received due to busy line...i'l lsend the images again, just in
case, in a sec

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

6:28 PM (6 hours ago)
to me
you make a good point. i wouldn't disagree.
i mean, that's great abt copying/adding to yr book
...by doing so, you are, as u bascially say, of course, creating that
very resource of ex ex writing
for later scholarly review.
i say go for it!

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:46 PM (54 minutes ago)
to Bill
this is just another version of the "write or be written" notion.
we will be part of a history, whether we want to be or not.
i have taught myself how to want it, therefore i have to be willing to write some of it.



billybobbeamer@aol.com

12:44 AM (14 minutes ago)
to me
absolutely
we each have our ways, dont we,
each of us creates our own reality anyway
and yr way is certainly hi-lited in now&nowtocome!
i've always liked understood  yr phrase wh helped center me actually
long time ago relatively speaking

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:53 AM (5 minutes ago)
to Bill
some of it is just the basics, in a kind of order:
what
who
when
where.
it's amazing how quickly that simple stuff becomes inaccurate.
that's why i advocate and at times generate excessive documentation.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

12:56 AM (2 minutes ago)
to me
yes!
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ueuel gaeulfot throw pillow glasueeaaoius
houleoieuier-culciaes mousetrap hieeiat
eiaeriectrs heais burrito truck iftehughhbeeiaalo
ho eieseocie throw pillow agins shee irae
ulheii ieexepleueraio mousetrap socrn teiuaam
reiocwin witne pir wi burrito truck crved thite
0eeis uoeienienuoique throw pillow hanseaeia

carbon-neutral throw pillow uouoiioeaaieiii
tube-phone iio etaeieurry mousetrap formide
cat-camp e wioneierce(fa) burrito truck aue
suite of batteries ul gaeulfot throw pillow
carbon-neutral houleuier-culciaes mousetrap
tube-phone eiaeriectrs hea is burrito truck
cat-camp ho eieseocie throw pillow agins sh
suite of batteries ieexepleueraio mousetrap
carbon-neutral n witne pir wi burrito truck
tube-phone 0eeis uoeiienuoique throw pillow
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generate authentic carbon-neutral throw
seeking new pillow uouoiioeaaiei
contains the ii tube-phone iio et
entity in eat at it ate aeieur
harmony between ry mousetrap formide



role letters cat-camp e wioneierc negate
their e (fa) burrito truck the page aueu
glue awe flu fle of fragments w suite of
batteries the visual ul gaeulfot throw p
i how can llow carbon-bone neu the alpha
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s asures hea is burrit Bob Dylan o truck
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e thr recombination ow no episode pillow
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tion against again suit s frenetic roman
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punctuated with que throw pillow low law

such diffe people on the
river without a meat
plant catastrophe burned
motivation was the two
cannot melt clouds
ten minutes earthquake
forget the valley of the
wasteland in the west

such revealing the diffe people on the
river of the pork without a meat
plant institutional architecture catastrophe burned
motivation interventions several was the two



cannot invest in sour melt clouds
ten social amplification minutes earthquake
forget abnormal structures the valley of the
wasteland officially everywhere in the west

alterity lens such revealing the era
capital diffe people on churches
initiation beaches the tribes rituals
daily river of the perception ruptures
pork without an insularity once seen
meat scene sense plant institutional
architecture denunciation exotic
catastrophe burned motivation bee
sweat interventions several simple
vanilla bean illusion was the two
unseen cosmos three cannot invest in
spleen myriad geopolitical sour melt
clouds proposal axis ten social
amplification addressed sausage
minutes earthquake premise analysis
forget abnormal structures propaganda
leitmotif the valley of apartment spoon
logical the fingers creased wasteland
officially everywhere in the west
football guardsmen parking masks
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pact embe conceals
substantiated
micronarratives
the failure of
fiction to intimate
nothing
is a semi-private
as it seems

pact hallucinations embe conceals
substantiated articulate
micronarratives lemonade
the bent skulk failure of
fiction skink bile wrapping to intimate
nothing cautionary assemblages
is a semi-private keyringtoiletbrush
as it seems chewy isopropyl tennis ball

North Chinese Stingray pact
hallucinations embe conceals
suppknowle explolor
substantiated
articulate inkblot
basketball aviation micronarratives
lemonade been it utopian
location the the
bent skulk
failure
of memories



random map dispersed
fiction skink bile wrapping
to intimate hermetic
soil varnished
nothing
cautionary assemblages
mountains juxtaposed vanish
is a semi-private
keyringtoiletbrush Washington Consensus
as it
seems
chewy isopropyl
tennis ball disaster

scope system in an
actual
submutilation
regulatory boiling verbs
product will, in
the popoltic power-be
world-wide poth
fafasa totalitarx
eventhoughall vultures
purgatory of roles,
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN

had two weddings: "with valuable cheese"
was a bride: "baked snack flew"
was no angel: "net weight twelve"
most scholars believe: "notes are recyclable"
required multiple surgeries: "real cheese vote"
let us remember: "pet pharmacy sale"
even took upon: "current resident digit"
woman and imitated: "subject to change"
and simple man: "angel trumpet blooms"
few correspondence partners: "send free gifts"
of the senses: "spring sale catalog"
with death had: "night asparagus delicious."
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luxury salons trade publications spoon

Eugene Debs: “I’d rather vote for something I want and not get it, than vote for something I don’t
want and get it.”
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the artificial enter
net saturated with
a strange and enticing
icing
talcum powder
internal hegemonic proximity
de-icer
on the cakewalk
withdrawal is a symptom
of the maze
i saw it too
amazing
without doubt
without interruption
without Futurist demarcation
unemployed
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do not want
resides among the unknown
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blatantly enabling
official vomit
real-life game-changing
industrial-strength
absorbent
lapses of neglect
the winds of collusion akin
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branch powder internal coordinator
hegemonic proximity de-icer boxing
on the scraggly cakewalk
withdrawal batshit is
a symptom
of
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self-expression i
saw it too cross-masking
amazing elsewhere dissemination without doubt
produced 1972 without interruption
communication uncovers without
Futurist demarcation
addressed
threats unemployed
which the the
local the what we
absolutely floating naked between bare
trees do not want
literary face pillar
counting resides
among
the unknown
unknowns magical nihilist
consumption blatantly enabling spoons
democratic official vomit infinite biopower
real-life game-changing
boundaries become graves
industrial-strength
you
cannot step
into the same
river twice absorbent lapses
of neglect subjective singularity away
the winds of collusion
akin self-result information
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bankrolled unemployed
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multifarious floating naked between bare
maps do not want
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humidity resides
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reflection blatantly enabling spoons
musings official vomit infinite biopower
modified-life game-changing
invigorating become graves
epoch-strength
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evocative step
apartment the same
sublimation twice absorbent lapses
dogma neglect subjective singularity away
tongue winds of collusion
forever self-result information
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Moan Lisa

2 hrs ·

I have a confession to make...

I have add and pass sheets I never touched sitting in my mail art

Like · Comment · Share

Matthew Stolte, Don Mabie, Jesse Jesarchives Edwards and 12 others like this.
Tony Coneys You'll never get to Heaven ........
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa I know.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Brandi Hammond What are add and pass sheets Moan?
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa You add art and pass them along to someone else.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Eventually they get lost or archived
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa It's kind of like throwing it away but other people get to see it on the way to the trash
can.
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Brandi Hammond Oh okay like the hat I got the chance to get?
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Allegra Sleep Send them on!
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Brandi Hammond if you sent it on then yes!
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Or even if you didn't, it still was added to and passed, so yes.
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Allegra Sleep I will have to dig them out first. My archive is enormous.
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs



Brandi Hammond Was I supposed to pass it on to another?
Like · Reply · 2 · 2 hrs
Brandi Hammond I loved it so much that I kept it for myself!
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Do what you want with it. That's essentially the spirit of mail art anyways.
Like · Reply · 3 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa Some people keep everything, some people recycle a lot, etc.
Like · Reply · 2 · 2 hrs
Brandi Hammond I am not a hoarder but I do like to keep certain things, especially from you
Moan. I have been purging a lot lately so that is good but some things I will keep forever! :~)
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Moan Lisa I keep a lot but only because I don't have anywhere better to give it to. I want to
donate my archives to the university but I'm waiting for them to make room for my stuff.
Like · Reply · 3 · 2 hrs
Chuck Welch Moan, good idea to link up with ATCA collection there at U. of Iowa
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Brandi Hammond
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich i've never understood at what point in this process anyone could decide to be
Almighty Mail Art God and throw anything in the trash. put it in a box and never look at it again,
or put it in an envelope and send it anywhere, to anyone, for any reason, but don't throw
anything in the trash, ever. that makes absolutely no sense in the context of the eternal network.
Like · Reply · 6 · 1 hr

View 2 more replies
Moan Lisa I participate on a whim; the others go in archive. I do more add & returns now than
add & pass simply because I've seen too many add & returns die quick deaths even within small
circles of artists. Add & return have better odds of making a full circuit.
Like · 2 · 48 mins
Julie Jefferies Pass 'em!
Like · 2 · 22 mins
Terry Owenby What is your archive, Moan? What happens to the mail art once there? I am not
understanding why you keep others' Add & Passes. Can you just pop 'em in an envelope and
pass them to someone who would work on them?
Like · 1 · 20 mins
Moan Lisa Terry, my archive is simply a bunch of boxes where mail art goes after I receive it,
reply to it and look at it; and sometimes pilfer out things like right now I'm hunting for anything
postcard sized to turn into mail art books.

I don't bother sending...See More
Like · 1 · 13 mins



Terry Owenby But isn't that adding to the problem you described above as why you don't like
A&P as much as A&R, i.e. A&Ps don't have the best odds of being returned to the original
owner?
Like · 1 · 8 mins
Terry Owenby This is my personal opinion for what it's worth, but if I felt A&P were a nuisance
most of the time, I wouldn't be a member of the group.
Like · 1 · 6 mins
Jim Leftwich in my experience add & passes almost never get returned. i don't think that's how
they're designed to work. seems to me it really is about the process, and not the product... since
those of us who participate in the process rarely get to see what happens to the product...
Like · 5 mins
Write a reply...

Moan Lisa Even cat-piss art?
Like · Reply · 57 mins
Moan Lisa I have it, and I've saved it; but I'm likely to throw away what's not salvageable.
Like · Reply · 1 · 55 mins
Moan Lisa I don't know why it happens, but these add & pass sheets tend to disappear and
never be seen again; they always look pretty good after hitting four or five people, but you rarely
ever see a sheet that's full of art, and I rarely see them come back around to me once I've
passed them out.
Like · Reply · 51 mins
Chuck Welch Well, You've got my contribution comin back to you. Just had a lot of fun with it
and THANKS much for including me with the likes of John Bennett the extraordinaire.
Like · Reply · 1 · 47 mins
Tomoe Nakamura I have some add and pass or add and return stuff don't have a chance to
return or didn't know what does it mean at first so it was in my files for many years and now I
find out and try to do something... I returned someone's add and return from few years ago. I
found yours says add and pass too. Some of them just don't do anything but just sent them as
my new piece I created...
Like · Reply · 1 · 36 mins
Jim Leftwich i've never been very interested in add & returns, but i've probably participated in a
couple thousand add & passes. i love the add & pass idea, and the process. i don't think it has
anything at all to do with aesthetics or craftsmanship. it feels more like helping to provide
oxygen for an enormous living organism.
Like · Reply · 4 · 24 mins
Tamara Wyndham I used to do them, I got tired of them.
Like · Reply · 1 · 16 mins
Jim Leftwich i don't do as many as i used to do, but that's only because i'm not nearly as active
in general as i used to be
Like · Reply · 2 · 14 mins
Chuck Welch Ray's whole thing was add-on's and even though he was the lead dancer in his
corresponDANCE with others, I doubt I ever trashed a work or project he sent my way.



Unlike · Reply · 3 · 10 mins
Tomoe Nakamura sometime even if it is not stated or instructed as add and pass I just use
someone's past mail and add something to return to someone else. I discover the way recently.
I just call it as, recycle mail. lol
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 10 mins
Moan Lisa For the record, I don't (in general) trash things, I don't assume other people trash
things; I was just saying they stop circulating and from what I can tell they stop circulating
sooner than later in the process.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 7 mins
Moan Lisa I do re-cycle art though, which could be seen as trashing it.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 7 mins
Tomoe Nakamura As a note there is a difference btw "recycle mail" and "recycle art mail"
Like · Reply · 4 mins
Jim Leftwich i don't think of recycling as trashing, not at all
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 mins
Moan Lisa So do you save the scraps of all your recycled works? Even just bits of magazines or
cardboard?
Like · Reply · 2 mins
Chuck Welch When I think of trash I remember walking with Bern Porter In Belfast, Maine and
watching him pocket tons of "found poetry" that he'd later alter, add-on, process, and
re-circulate. When the rest of the world was trashing Henry Miller, Bern found him, and gave him
a network that eventually experienced a new aesthetic.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 2 mins


